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Abstract
A few artificial neural networks have been proposed so far for multivariate time
series prediction and they used simple general-purpose neural networks. Therefore,
they cannot achieve high prediction accuracy. In this paper, we propose an artificial
neural network called DBMTSP (Dependency Based Multivariate Time Series
Prediction) to predict the next element of a time series in the multivariate case.
Compared to the existing methods, DBMTSP considers both intra-time-series
dependencies and inter-time-series dependencies efficiently to achieve more
accurate predictions. We propose a hierarchical encoder in DBMTSP to discover
inter-time-series dependencies. The proposed hierarchical encoder is able to encode
secondary time series into a single parameter that represents dependencies that
exist between the main time series and the secondary time series. The hierarchical
encoder has a scalable design such that it can accept a large number of secondary
time-series. We have trained DBMTSP using 32760 data matrices. We evaluated
DBMTSP using 8190 test data matrices. Our evaluations show that DBMTSP
surpasses the existing methods in term of prediction accuracy.
Keywords: Time Series, Multivariate, Prediction, Artificial Neural Network

1. Introduction
In a system, there may be a variable output line that changes by time so that the
sequentially-generated output values can be considered as a time-series. The time-series
is not constant so that the system generates various output time-series every time we run
it.
In the case of univariate time-series [1], there is a single time-dependent output
variable. The system generates consecutive values for this output that lead to a timeseries. Each value of this output depends on its past values. We call this characteristics
as intra-time-series dependency according which the output depends on its past values.
That means the output value at Time-Point t depends on the output values of Time-Point
t-1,t-2,…,0.
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In the case of multivariate time-series [2], there are more than one variable line (or
time-series) in the system. In addition to intra-time-series dependency, there is also an
inter-time-series dependency according which the main output variable has some
dependencies on the other time-series (variables).
In such a system, we may have a few initial values of the output line up to Time-Point
t and want to predict the next values that will be generated at Time-Point (t+1), TimePoint (t+2), and so on. We seek to solve this problem in this paper. As we reviewed the
existing solutions in Section 3, the univariate case of this problem is simple and is
explored well in the literature but the multivariate case is a complicated problem which
is not explored well yet so that the existing solutions need improvement. The existing
solutions for multivariate time-series prediction consider intra-time-series dependencies
well but they are not efficient in considering inter-time-series dependencies.
In this paper, we design a machine called DBMTSP (Dependency-Based Multivariate
Time-Series Prediction) that is an artificial neural network to predict the next element of
a time-series in the multivariate case. DBMTSP learns the system’s output time-series
for a large number of previous runs. Then for a single run, the machine is able to get the
first output values and predict the upcoming output values. DBMTSP considers both the
intra-time-series and the inter-time-series dependencies in prediction. We propose a
hierarchical encoder in DBMTSP to discover inter-time-series dependencies. The
proposed hierarchical encoder is able to encode secondary time series into a single
parameter that represents dependencies that exist between the main time series and the
secondary time series. The hierarchical encoder has a scalable design such that it can
accept a large number of secondary time-series. We have trained DBMTSP using 32760
data matrices. We evaluated DBMTSP using 8190 test data matrices. Our evaluations
show that DBMTSP surpasses the existing solutions in term of prediction accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
multivariate time-series prediction problem in detail. In Section 3, we review the
existing designs to solve the problem. We propose a new solution in Section 4 and
evaluate it in Section 5. Section 6 finally concludes the paper.
2. Problem Description
In this section, we describe the problem we try to solve in this paper. We call it MTSP
(Multivariate Time-Series Prediction).
Assume we have as many as M finite time-series in a system. All the time-series
contain as many as N elements. In a single run of the system, we can represent the M
time-series in a single MxN matrix as depicted in Fig.1. We call it the Multivariate
Time-Series matrix. Row i of this matrix represents the elements of Time-Series i at
various time points. Time-Series 1 is considered as the main time-series and the other
(M-1) time-series of the matrix are considered as secondary input time-series.
Time
Time
Time
...
Po int 1 Po int 2
Po int N
x1, 2
...
x1, N 
 x1,1


x 2, 2
...
x 2, N 
 x 2,1
X 
...
...
...
... 


 x M ,1
xM ,2
... x M , N 



: Time - Series1(main)
: Time - Series 2 (secondary)
...
: Time - Series M (secondary)

Fig1. A MxN Multivariate Time-Series matrix
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Every i, j is the j-th element in Time-Series i that gets a single value for each run of
the application but gets various values in different runs of the application. There may be
a dependency between any i1, j1 and i 2, j 2 for any i1, i2, j1, and j2 where i1{1,2,...,N} ,
j1{1,2,..., N} , i 2 {1,2,..., N} , and j 2 {1,2,..., N} .
Problem MTSP: Let us consider Multivariate Time-Series matrices of a system in the
form of Fig. 1. We are given a number of datasets containing train-set Multivariate
Time-Series matrices. All the matrices have M rows and various numbers of columns.
All columns of the train-set Multivariate Time-Series matrices are known. Now,
consider an incomplete MxN Multivariate Time-Series matrix X where only its first k
columns are known where k<N. According to the given train-set Multivariate Timex

x

Series matrices, predict x1,k 1 of X.
3. Related Works
In this section, we review the existing designs that try to predict dependent timeseries.
3.1 Univariate Time Series Prediction

A very popular machine for univariate time series prediction is depicted in Fig. 2. We
call it the Double-LSTMs machine. LSTM [3] (Long Short Term Memory) is a
composite unit. LSTM is able to get the first elements of a time-series one by one as
input and discover their similarity to one of the time-series with which the LSTM was
trained previously.

Fig2. The Double-LSTMs machine

The Double-LSTMs machine is not a simple neural network. It contains multiple
internal subunits. If we unfold the machine through time (as described in [4]), it turns
into a complicated neural network that can learn complicated time-series and sequences.
Many existing works on sequence/time-series prediction are based on the DoubleLSTMs machine or combination of LSTM units. For example, authors in [4] combine
LSTMs with autoencoders to forecast financial time-series. The Double-LSTMs
machine is used in [5] for language translation which is a sequence prediction problem.
Authors in [6] use unidirectional and bidirectional LSTMs to design an advanced neural
network that predicts next element in time-series. Stacked LSTMs are used in [7] for
load forecasting.
Since the Double-LSTMs machine was successful in the univariate case, we extend it
to DBMTSP in Section 4 to work in the multivariate case.
3.2 Multivariate Time Series Prediction

There exist a few learning machines for non-linear multivariate time-series prediction.
All of them consider a main time-series and a number of secondary time-series. It was
first proposed in [8] to enter elements of not only the main time-series but also the
secondary time-series into a neural network to predict the next element of the main
time-series. Authors in [9] use Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to predict daily solar
3
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radiation as the main time-series. They use a number of other environment
measurements as secondary time-series. A similar design is proposed in [10]. Authors in
[11] and [12] utilize Twitter moods as secondary time-series to predict market price as
the main time-series. A Self-Organizing Fuzzy Neural Network (SOFNN) was used in
[11] for multivariate prediction. They showed that accuracy of the price predictions can
be significantly improved by inclusion of specific Twitter mood time-series. DA-RNN
[13] and EA-LSTM [14] were proposed for multivariate time-series prediction. They
use attention networks to discover intra-time-series and inter-time-series dependencies.
R2N2 was proposed in [15] to predict both linear and nonlinear multivariate timeseries.
A multi-head Attention scheme was proposed in [16] to predict multivariate energy
time-series. Authors in [17] propose to calculate a separate influence parameter per
secondary time-series. A convolutional neural network was proposed in [18] that
discovers the input elements that were most influential for future outputs. A set of
neural filters are used in [19] to extract time-invariant temporal patterns across multiple
time points.
The existing multivariate schemes cannot efficiently extract inter-time-series
dependencies. Therefore, as our evaluations in Section 5 shows, they cannot achieve a
high prediction accuracy. In addition, most the existing multivariate schemes were
designed with the assumption that there are a few secondary time-series in the system.
Therefore, they did not provide a scalable design.
4. Methodology
In this section, we propose a novel learning machine called DBMTSP.
4.1 Overall Design

We design a learning machine that predicts the next element in Time-Series 1. As
displayed in Fig.3, the machine accepts not only Time-Series 1 but also all the
secondary time-series as input. This due to the fact that the machine is going to consider
the dependencies between Time-Series 1 and the secondary time-series to be able to
achieve a higher prediction accuracy.

Fig3. Inputs and output of our machine

We design the learning machine depicted in Fig.4. At every time-point, a column of X
ˆ
enters the machine and passes the three components and finally x1,t 1 will be generated.
xˆ1,t 1

represents the predicted value for x1,t 1 .
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Fig4. Internal architecture of the learning machine in our design for Time-Point t

The machine contains two main data paths: one path through LSTM1 and LSTM2 that
process Time-Series 1, the other path through the Hierarchical Encoder that processes
the secondary time-series. Our machine has the following components:
LSTM1 and LSTM2: These two units compose a Double-LSTMs machine. They
memorize the status of previous serial inputs and generate yt which is an initial
ˆ
prediction for x1,t 1 .
ˆ

TLSTM3: This unit considers the effect of f t on yt and predicts x1,t 1 .
Hierarchical Encoder: This unit gets the current values of secondary time-series (
x2,t ...xM ,t

) and encodes them into a single feature f t .
LSTM1 and LSTM2 are standard LSTM units described in [3]. TLSTM3 is a ChildSum Tree-LSTM unit described in [20] that has only a left child LSTM and a right child
LSTM.
4.2 Internal Design of Hierarchical Encoder

The Hierarchical Encoder is composed of Encoder units. The internal design of
Encoder unit is depicted in Fig.5. Each Encoder unit is composed of two LSTM units
that get as many as L inputs and encode them into a single output. The output represents
all the L inputs as a single encoded value. L is an arbitrary parameter that can be set to
an integer in the range of 10 to 100. This range is because of the fact that a single
LSTM can memorize its inputs well if the number of its inputs is less than a few
hundreds.

Fig 5. Internal Design of Encoder
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Let us consider Time-Point t in the machine. All values on the t-th column of X enter
the Hierarchical Encoder except for x1,t . The internal design of our Hierarchical Encoder
is depicted in Fig.6. It has as many as (M-1) inputs that include x2,t , x3,t ,..., xM ,t .

Fig 6. Internal Design of Hierarchical Encoder

The Hierarchical Encoder generates f t . f t can be considered as a factor in TLSTM3
that determines how much the value of yt should be increased or decreased to generate
xˆ1,t 1

. During training, the machine learns what to assign to f t at every time-point for
increasing or decreasing yt . For example, a big f t may lead to a big increase on yt . By
training, the Hierarchical Encoder learns some secondary time-series have no
considerable effect on x1,t and assigns low weights to them. It also learns what weights
to assign to the other secondary time-series that have stronger effects on x1,t .
Each Encoder accepts as many as L input time-series. If we connect as many as (M-1)
secondary time-series to the Hierarchical Encoder, then the number of required
Encoders in the first layer of the Hierarchical Encoder equals (M  1) / L . Then, it requires
as many as (M 1) / L / L Encoders in the second layer. Finally, it requires one Encoder in
the third layer. The total number of Encoders is:
M  1 ( M  1) / L

1
L
L

(3)

Therefore, the Hierarchical Encoder has a scalable design that can accept a large
number of secondary time-series.
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4.3 Prediction

For prediction as defined in MTSP, we have a Multivariate Time-Series matrix X and
we should predict x1,t 1 . For prediction, the machine works once per Time-Point t for
t=1,2,...,k where k<=N. At Time-Point t, values of the t-th column of X enter the
ˆ
ˆ
machine and the machine generates x1,t 1 . If x1,t 1 exists in X, then x1,t 1 is used and x1,t 1
is ignored at Time-Point (t+1).

4.4 Training Algorithm

To train the machine, only complete Multivariate Time-Series matrices are extracted
from the datasets. For training the machine using a MxN Multivariate Time-Series
matrix, the machine works once per Time-Point t for t=1,2,...,N. At Time-Point t, values
of Column t of the matrix enter the machine along with x1,t 1 , and then the machine
adjusts its internal weights and bias values.
We used the truncated BPTT algorithm [21] for training our machine with a learning
5
rate of 10 and a momentum of 0.9. We chose the initial weights randomly from
interval [-0.1; 0.1].
5. Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate our method in two scenarios.
5.1 Comparison

To compare to our machine, we have chosen SOFFN and DA-RNN (Section 3) which
are two of the best existing learning machines that consider multivariate time-series for
next-element prediction. Although SOFFN was used for stock price prediction, it can be
used for all problems that match MTSP. In addition, we compare our machine with the
Double-LSTMs machine (Section 3) to understand the improvement of considering a
multivariate design compared to a univariate one.
5.2 Metrics

We choose the Root Mean Squared Errors (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Errors (MAE)
as the evaluation metrics to represent prediction error. They are calculated by (4) and
(5).
RMSE 

1
MAE 
H

1 H
2
 Ps  Rs 
H s 1

(4)

H

 Ps  Rs

s 1

(5)
where s indicates a test matrix,
is prediction for Matrix s, Rs is real value in Matrix
s, and H is the number of test matrices.
Ps

5.3 Datasets

To evaluate our machine, we have chosen the Gas sensor array temperature
modulation Dataset
(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Gas+sensor+array+temperature+modulation). It
contains as many as 4095000 data instances. We broke it into 40950 Multivariate TimeSeries matrices so that each one of these matrices contained as many as N=100 rows.
7
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That means each one of the time-series had 100 sequential elements. We used 32760
(80%) of the matrices for training and 8190 (20%) for evaluations.
The original dataset contains 20 time-series. We have selected as many as M=10
dependent time-series to include in our evaluations as described in Table 1. One of the
time-series was selected as the main time-series and the others were selected as the
secondary time-series.
Table 1: The time-series used in our evaluations
Description
Resistance of the first gas sensor
CO concentration
Relative Humidity
Temperature
Flow rate
Heater voltage
Resistance of the second gas sensor
Resistance of the third gas sensor
Resistance of the forth gas sensor
Resistance of the fifth gas sensor

Main Time-Series

Secondary Time-Series

Name
R1
CO
RH
T
FR
HV
R2
R3
R4
R5

Unit
Mega Ohm
Parts Per Million
%
ºC
MiliLitter per minute
Volt
Mega Ohm
Mega Ohm
Mega Ohm
Mega Ohm

We have calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between the main time-series
and each one of the secondary time-series in the datasets. Table 2 displays the results.
Since the coefficients are bigger than 0.5, we can conclude that there are high
dependencies between the time-series we have selected in the datasets. If a learning
machine discovers these dependencies, it will be able to achieve a high prediction
accuracy.
Table 2: Pearson correlation coefficient between the main time-series and the secondary time-series
R1

CO
0.81

RH
0.79

T
0.72

FR
0.86

HV
0.78

R2
0.84

R3
0.83

R4
0.89

R5
0.86

5.4 Implementation

We implemented our design in the Python 3 language using the Keras library using
TensorFlow. For LSTM1 and LSTM2, we used the standard LSTM implemented in
Keras. We implemented a new LSTM unit for TLSTM3.
5.5 Results in Scenario I

We evaluated our machine in Scenario I in which various numbers (k) of initial
columns in the under-prediction Multivariate Time-Series matrix are known. If more
columns are known, the machine should be able to understand better what
states/conditions the system is and then has a more accurate prediction of x1,k 1 .
In Fig.7 and Fig.8, we compare DBMTSP with Double-LSTMs, DA-RNN, and
SOFNN. The highest curve represents the Double-LSTMs machine which does not
consider the secondary time-series. The lowest curve represents the results of our
proposed DBMTSP, which considers both the main and the secondary time-series while
emphasizing the main time-series.
In Fig.7, we observe that in most of the time, DBMTSP outperforms the other
methods. Considering RMSE in Scenario I, DBMTSP outperforms Double-LSTMs,
SOFNN and DA-RNN by 22.7%, 19.4%, and 8.1% in average, respectively. This result
8
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proves DBMTSP is able to capture some valuable information which might be ignored
by SOFNN and DA-RNN. Both DA-RNN and DBMTSP perform better than DoubleLSTMs because they consider inter-time-series dependencies. The above observations
also apply to the MAE results in Fig.8.

Fig 7. RMSE versus k for one time-point prediction

Fig 8. MAE versus k for one time-point prediction

In addition, we have evaluated the four machines on the training datasets. Fig.9
presents the results. It shows that prediction error depends on k. The machines achieve
lower prediction error with a bigger k. All the four machines had prediction errors less
than 1% for k>1. For k=1, it is acceptable to have RMSE=1.5 because of the fact that
the machine cannot discover the under-prediction input time-series by reading only its
first time point.

Fig 9. RMSE versus k for one time-point prediction in the training datasets
9
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5.6 Results in Scenario II

In Scenario II, we evaluated the power of our machine by checking how many timepoints forward it can predict correctly where the first k columns are known in the underprediction Multivariate Time-Series matrix. We expect that prediction accuracy drops as
more additional time-points are predicted. But it depends on k too. If an enough number
of initial columns are not known, the machine cannot obtain a proper understanding of
in what state/condition the system is. Therefore, the prediction accuracy drops
dramatically as more additional time-points are predicted. Thus, we have chosen k=5 in
this evaluation.
We report the prediction errors of the evaluated machines in Fig.10 and Fig.11.
Considering RMSE in Scenario II, DBMTSP outperforms Double-LSTMs, SOFNN and
DA-RNN by 26.9%, 18.5%, and 9.3% in average, respectively. Considering DBMTSP
only, we could see that RMSE increases from 1.54 to 2.81 while MAE increases from
1.08 to 2.48. That means when the predicted time-point gets farther from Time-Point k
as far as one time-point, the prediction accuracy goes down by 12.9% in average.

Fig 10. RMSE versus number of predicted time-points after Time-Point k

Fig 11. MAE versus number of predicted time-points after Time-Point k

6. Conclusion
A few practical designs have been proposed for prediction in the multivariate case
(Section 3) and they used simple general-purpose learning machines. Therefore, they
cannot achieve high prediction accuracy. Considering the deficiencies of the existing
designs in the multivariate case, we designed the DBMTSP machine that has more
10
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power to extract features of input time-series. DBMTSP is based on the Double-LSTMs
machine and extends it to take effect of secondary time-series on the main time-series
into account. The hierarchical encoder generates the effect as a feature, then TLSTM3
combines this feature and LSTM2’s output into a single prediction. LSTM1 and LSTM2
do the job of memorizing the previous state of their inputs.
In DBMTSP, predictions can be performed for multiple time-points. Prediction
accuracy goes down as we predict more time-points after Time-Point k. Prediction
accuracy depends on training quality and number of known columns in the Multivariate
Time-Series matrix.
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